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ASPHALT HEATING DEVICE WITH
INFRARED RADIATION IC 30-200

advantageous cooperation offer for regional dealers

fast asphalt preparation and easy handling

DESCRIPTION
This LTB mobile hot asphalt tank with a capacity of almost four tons is designed in
such a way that it is possible to:
- fixed or transported as cargo on the truck box
- Fixed or transported as a load on a tandem trailer
The advantage is the speed of preparation of hot asphalt mixture (up to 3 hours
from asphalt fracture) and maintaining the quality of hot asphalt for three
consecutive days (thermostat controlled temperature).
You can repair asphalt damage throughout the year. You can use new or milled
asphalt or stored asphalt in cold form (fracture). This ensures a hot mixture
throughout the year. LBT 3.5 will melt hard, cold crushed asphalt in two to three
hours and prepare it for use as a hot asphalt mixture.
It is equipped with six gravitational discharge openings and automatically regulated
propane burners.

SPECIFICATION
Dimensions: L 240cm x W 240cm x 160cm
Capacity: 3.7 tons of asphalt
Caloric value: 58,000 BTU
Thermostat: 38 ° C-200 ° C
Gas tank: capacity 3x 100 l
External gas tank space heater
Battery charger: C7 Bosch
Converter 220/24 V
Electrical source: 2x battery
Security system, magnetic lock
Signaling: LED turntable
Lighter: El. lighter with safety protection
Filling opening: 2x insulated lids, manual filling
Discharge hole: 6x gravity with router.
Insulation: a strong layer of high-strength fiberglass insulation and a reflective layer of
metal for better and more economical heating.
Construction: Fully welded steel construction of the housing and space for heating the
asphalt mixture.
Weight: 2,570 kg

ICP - ASPHALT HEATING DEVICE
WITH INFRARED RADIATION
Very solid, resistant and reliable, easy handling

ASPHALT HEATING DEVICE WITH
INFRARED RADIATION IC/P 30-200

DESCRIPTION
With this light and fast sequential heater you will prepare asphalt damage for repair
within 5-9 minutes (depending on the outside temperature and humidity / windiness) up
to 3.7 m2 in one procedure.
Extremely easy to manipulate on site (enough with 1-2 employees)
Possibility of 4 self-regulating heating zones
Transport can be done on an area of 160x300 cm, load capacity 280 kg (vehicle or
small trailer).
SPECIFICATION
Dimensions of the heating surface 252x150 cm
Weight: 280 kg (without gas cylinders)
Reception capacity up to max 4 gas cylinders (12 kg)
Integrated control system for gas and electrical system
Fire extinguisher
Control panel with gas pressure and battery power indicator
Individual regulation of four zones
Integrated battery charger connector
Color orange / zinc / aluminum or complete chrome construction
Instructions for working with training included
Fast service (24 hour service) and spare parts provided

1. TANDEM TRAILER - SITA TD10 ALA
max. permitted speed 80 km / h
allowed max. total weight 10 t

2. SMALL TRAILER
max. speed 120 km / h
allowed max. total weight 750 kg

you can also use your own older transport equipment

3. TRUCK

